
Sept 10, 220hz, right side goal 
 
Dr. Strange - E goes in and up and down to the fork, a bit on the wrong side. Before getting 
there, e turns around then begins to turn around again, but stops and begins to retract in 
between the speakers. E is still on the wrong of the tube. E begins to open again but not for long 
and stays in that position for the remainder of the ten minutes. I open the cap and lay down 
some carrot. After 2 minutes without movement, I spray em.  Minutes go by, I remove em. 
 
Isabella - E goes right in and  up  and heads down on the correct side, but then meanders a bit 
toward the wrong side and gets to the forks slight on the wrong side, but then turns toward the 
correct direction and goes that way into the fork, then goes in a little (when I say that, I mean 
just eir head or so). then, e turns around and heads back toward the entrance. E stops a little 
past half way, sits there for a little bit, then turns around again to exactly the same spot she 
went into the maze before, looking toward the correct direction, then going toward it. E sits there 
looking in. then retracting bit for the rest of the time. I open that cap and lay down the carrots. E 
starts moving forward again. E does circles then goes back between the speakers and retracts. 
Eventually, I pull em out. 
 
Trails - E heads in and up and straight down the middle toward the fork and into the fork, then 
goes toward the correct side and sticks eir head in, then fully goes in. Toward the cap (but not 
in) e turns around and heads back to the fork, then turns around again and heads back toward 
the cap, this time entering the cap, but then circles around again. At 10 minutes, I open the cap 
and lay down the carrot. Trails begins to turn around. E goes and looks out the correct direction, 
then goes back in and circles around a bit more. E seems to just be playing in the tube and 
starts to come out again when eir 30 minutes is up. 
 
Big Yellow - E goes up and in and heads down the tube on the correct side, then turns and 
heads down the other, but then straightens, then turns as if to go back, then turns back toward 
the fork in the correct direction, then enters the fork and then stick eir head in the correct side 
then continues in and meanders back and forth in there, then turns around to go back to the fork 
but stops short. E stays there until eir ten minutes are up. I open the cap and lay down the 
carrot. E slowly makes eir way to the exit and leaves the maze. 


